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Hotel in Ixtapa is a resort club with many wide-ranging holiday packages available.  This glorious
ocean front villa resort is a year-round vacations destination that offers a genuine village setting.
Take a sunset walk beside the beach and the mariachi and troubadours will serenade you. Even if
you are a regular visitor to Mexico, you maybe have never experienced Ixtapa.maxico ixtapa -
Zihuatanejo has panoramic views of the Mexican Riviera and is just two hours from Acapulco. Club
Intrawest-Zihuatanejo is an exclusive resort with the old world charm of an authentic fishing village.
This western Mexico resort is surrounded by dense vegetation including the bougainvillea and
papaya plants.

Take your next Ixtapa mexico vacation packages to Club Intrawest-Zihuatanejo and you will be able
not only have dinner under the starts, but even sleep under the stars with the open-air design this
resort features.  If you'd prefer, you can close your shutters and turn on the air conditioning for more
privacy. Travel Mexico and discover two destinations which offer amazing environment with the
flourishing waves of the Pacific to the west, and the glorious Sierra Madre del Sur mountain chain to
the east.

The handcrafted strips and palapa roofs give you a glimpse into the rich traditions of the area.  All of
MÃ©xico ixtapa furnishings where handcrafted by local artists.  This marvelous resort caters to both
couples and families. One significant thing to note is that this resort has no elevators. This property
even made Expedia's Insiders' Select list which is a list of top hotels, factoring in both Expedia
expert input and traveler opinions.  This is surely an enormous spot for a relaxed Ixtapa vacation.

There are only 20 guest rooms and 89 suites offered at the Mexico ixtapa resort. All rooms have a
gallery and are furnished with air conditioners, ceiling fans, cookware and dishware, microwaves,
kitchenettes, and fridges. All rooms also offer a blender so you can make a steamy drink right in
your room! Some rooms also have personal dip pools.

Family Location

Kids 17 and beneath are free when staying with their parents. While on your Apple holidays, you
can golf at the Campo de Golf Palma course. There are plenty of other activities to do on-site, such
as surfing, dance boarding, and windsurfing. Nearby this resort, other activities are offered, such as
a boat launch and wharf, fishing, horseback riding, parasailing, and windsurfing.

There are two restaurants for your dining delight.  When you are ready for a bathe, choose among
the two outdoor pools or the kids' pool. If you are ready to cool off with a drink, then choose among
floating up to the swim-up bar or drying off and visiting the poolside bar. Try this Ixtapa mexico
vacation packages if you are looking for great new and thrilling.

Ixtapa enjoys a semi-tropical weather year round with temperatures ranging from 23 to 33 degrees
Celsius (73-93 Fahrenheit). Summer highs are in the low 90s and winter highs are in the upper 80s.
Rainy season is from June through September, but showers are typically concise and generally at
dark, so the sun shines almost every day.
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